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See also List of patternmaking software Lectra External links References Category:PatternmakingQ: Add Sockets to C# Asynchronous Client I
am trying to make a C# Asynchronous Client from a C++ Server. The C++ Server is built on boost::asio with a

BOOST_ASIO_ENABLE_HANDLER_TRAITS(Handler) macro. Currently the C# Client opens a TCP connection with the Server, creates a
BasicHttpRequestHandler and then starts its own request handler to handle all other incoming connections (i.e. one listening socket per Accept).
The C++ Server receives the connections and forwards their requests to the correct handler (i.e. one listening socket per Accept). I am trying to
do the same thing with the C# Client. My problem is that the C# Client will not open any additional socket connections. Instead it always waits

for input. What am I doing wrong? Here are the relevant parts of my code: C++ Server: // Establish the basic tcp connection // This is done
before accepting TCP connections boost::asio::io_service io_service; // Open the tcp listen socket boost::asio::ip::tcp::acceptor

acceptor(io_service); boost::asio::ip::tcp::endpoint endpoint(boost::asio::ip::udp::v4(), *ip_address, 1234); acceptor.open(endpoint.protocol());
io_service.run(); // Accept incoming connections for (;;) { boost::asio::ip::tcp::socket socket(io_service); boost::asio::ip::tcp::acceptor

acceptor(io_service); boost::asio::ip::tcp::endpoint endpoint
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software1. Field of the Invention The present
invention relates to an automatic focus detecting
apparatus. 2. Related Background Art In recent

years, as techniques for realizing accurate
information recording or reproducing operation,
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such as video recording and reproducing, and
information recording and reproducing, such as
photo information recording and reproducing,

many kinds of apparatuses and techniques have
been proposed. Among them, digital optical

pickup apparatus, which reads information from a
rotating optical disc and writes the information on

the optical disc by using a light beam such as a
laser beam, has been developed. The information

readout and write operation of the apparatus is
carried out by using a light beam directed to a

specific position of the optical disc, i.e., a
converged light beam, whose amplitude and/or

phase is modulated in response to an information
to be read or to an information to be written. The
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rotation of the optical disc is detected from a
change in the reflected light from the optical disc.
In a detecting device used in the above detecting
operation, a detecting light beam incident on the
optical disc reflects from the optical disc and is

guided to a photodetector, to convert the incident
light into an electrical signal. The electrical signal
output from the photodetector is amplified to a
predetermined level. The electrical signal, when

the level of this signal is high, is determined to be
an on-signal. On the other hand, when the level of
the electrical signal is low, the electrical signal is

determined to be an off-signal. The time
difference between the on-signal and the off-

signal is detected, thereby detecting the rotation
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of the optical disc, which is used as a control
signal for controlling the focus of the converged

light beam. However, due to manufacturing
variation, variation in ambient temperature, or the
like, individual detecting devices have different
values of the minimum time difference between

the on-signal and the off-signal, called the
minimum time difference, even though the

reflection optical system and the photodetector
are formed with high accuracy. According
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